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II.LT LOADED WOOD PANELS

1cr years structural engineers have been handic app.

In their design work by the lack of a rational enalyt ical
nthod in the analysis of stre sae a in wood panels Wood
pans is should be distinguished from wood d iaphragas.

Shatbed areas consisting of a single layer or boards
nailed diagonally or at right angles to supporting members
uob as studs joiats or rafters, are referred to as wood
diapbragms

A diaphragm used as a wall section in an up

right or vertical position to provide lateral stability
to atruotu'aa is called a panel.
?igure 1 illutratas the main parts of a panel. A
photograph of one of the test panels constructd for this
th.tIjation is shown in 7igiue 10, page 22.
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(double

top plate

end

post

flaige
(lower
plate

Wood Panel with Diagoa1 Sheathing.
Shea

and Sttda 0rjes the We

langa top and bottom plate) and
md P oats are the Badsry mb*rs

The design of such panels is determined, to

pert, by precedent, tradition, and "rule of tIUth'
tb.ods. The coat of tasting full-soale panels has
imited the pr'oeuremeut of data which could be used in the
solution of the problem, but data obtained by such tests
are needed

The testing of quertersoala panels offers

one method of obtaining useful basis information.
OBJCTIV

This study had two inmediate objectives, one minor
end one major. The minor objectiv. was to determin, the

direct withdrawal end lateral resistance, for different
directions of driving, of the nails that were used in the
construction of test panels. The major objective was to
test several quarter-scale wall panels with a racking or
lateral type of loading. Diagonal web stresses were to
be calculated from the defleotions of the panels, end relet ionhipa between the diagonal web and shear stresses
ware to be deteridned for panels of various designs.
REVUW OP LIRJTTi

The .b1tsd States Porest Products Laboratory at
adieon, Wisconsin, has made considerable investigation
of the action of full-scale wall panels made of wood and
wood-base materials (6, pp 1-fl) The work has included

racking teats on panels designed with wood bracing, ita1
bracing, or no bracing, and with or without openings.
ny of the panels were finished with plaster before
being tested, Also, panels built with two, tbxse, and
toa nails per stud crossing have bean included In the
Laboratory teats. The pane le tested were ooared for

relative strength and rigidity, A panel made of horizon;a3. sheathing, two 84 oomuion nails per stud crossing, 164

on nails lit fr*i1, and without braces was set up
a stsnder1 and assigned a rigidity factor of one and a
trsngth factor of one. As other types of construction
wore tested, each was corpared to the standard panel for
rigidity and strength. Rigidity was determined from t
relative movement of the top plate with respect to the
bottom plate, while strength was determined from the
load the panel sustained before predetermined indications
of failure occurred. The tests hays been valuable to

ooars obaraoterjatjon of different structural daciguz.
The ttited States National Bureau of Standards
has tasted many different types of tull-soale wall
panels fabricated of low.00st building materials (8).
The panels tested by the Bureau of Standards were
onatructed largely of materials other than wood, or of
tber materials in combination with wood, and constructed
in such a way that the wood contributed coarativ.ly

little to the strength and rigidity of the panel. Little
work was done with all-wood panels in order to avoid
th*plication of tests made by the U. S. Forest Products
Laboratory. The Bureau of Stwadards did not attet to

make eoarisons between different types of construction.
In teats made in 1935, Green and Uornez' (3, pp.
871.875) invest igatsd the lateral. beam or dtaphragi

action of quartarsoa1e floor diaphragms ba1ng diagonal
0? longitudinal sheathing. The loads and reactions acted
in the plane of the diaphragm.. It 'was fornd that with
this type of sheathing, the diaphragm acted to resist
lateral bending forces in a manner sit1er to a
The deflection of the diaphragm could be closely approxit.d by the use of enpirical1y determined constants in
usnal flexurs and shear formulas applicable to
.omugsneous be

Green and Homer (4, pp. 69'.72 and 132-133) made

tests in 1949 on three, quarter-scala diaphragms in
attenpt to measure the strength and stiffness of a single
diagonally sheathed wood roof structure used as a horizontal diaph.ram to distribute lateral seismic and wind
farces to the vertical bracing elements of a building.
The same method was used to exmjrte the actions of both
the floor arid roof diaphragms. Theoretical diaphragm
deflection formulas applicable to full-scale medels were

dertyad from the quarteiec a diaphragm data.
Gre
ad Homer indicated
, on one diap
msaemon
of the mergiasi Of
tions of the
$ of the diaphragm at the
lower loads.
flange absra were not
eourely fastened
sad posts. These two
lQotors render the
ta of this test we2
at inconclusive.
p. 70).
Green and Earner oonoluded from the 1949 tests

that the diaphragms acted to resist lateral bending
f'ces in a asaner similar to a beam, but stated:
WThe aboys eonolu5ions should be oomaider

ad as tentative, inoe it is obvious that the
scope of the teats here in reported is inad.qmte
to establish clearly the manner of aotiou of
single dicgomally sheathed od diaphrafls, tn
tended to resist leads applied in the plane of
the diaphragm. BpeoUic
further tests are
needed to evaluate the effect of the following
factors: Width of diaphragni, separation of

in the diapbragm,
boards, board pattern, open
and. repetitive loading, It is hoped, however,
that the data end analysis herein will provide a
provisional n*thod of design end may be helpful
in furthering a mars coiplete teat program."

(4, p. 70).

lollowiag the work of Green and Homer, Peterson
(6) proposed a method of analyzing dagona11y-sheathsd
wood diaphragms. The method require a that certain

tural characteristics of diagona11y.sheatbsd areas
be appraised by physical teats.
a

Peterson's proposed theory concerns the action of
bounded, d tagonafly- sheathed areas in which the webs, the
sheathed areas, devalap shear forces only, It is assumed

that all bending menta are carried by the flange
shore. Two extreme conditions are recognized; then, it
atulated that the true eat ion of diagonally-sheathed

panels lies between these xtree.
Figure 2 illustrates an elemental area In a shear
resistant web The equilibrium of this el.mentel area is
considered by Peterson in developing his method for analysbg dipbragss.

elemental

In the above tilustrat ion, v represents unit shear
tress and is equal. to Y/W, V is total shear at the seoP is load, and w is length of panel.

!u3, Sheer Resistant Web,

The first condition discussed by Peterson (6, p. 2)
is that of a fully shear resistant web which develops
simultaneous resistance to both diagonal tension and oom
preesion stresses. The stresses are of equal magnitude
and 90 degrees to each other, and develop in the p1
the web at 45 degreee with the flanges or boundary ientbers,
hence shear forces normal. to the flanges are non-existent.
This ocnd.ition represents an extreme which Peterson (6,

2) feels ts not attainable in diagonally-sheathed
areas except perhaps at relatively low web stresses.
p

3 illustrates the equilibrium of an elent
al area in the fully shear resistant web. Figiu 3(a)
shows the shear couples acting on the elemental area, and
Figure 3(b) imiioatea that only direct tension and compression stresses will act on a slm4lar unit whose sides
are chosan respectively at 45 degrees with the sides of
the elemental area. from a consideration of the
equilibrium condition shown in Figure 3(b), th. condition
hewn. in. Figure 3(o) is apparent.

bri

ot an Zl.1..

Shear Resistant Web.

tke Fully

Tension held Web

Another extreae condition is attained by asst*mlng

that either the diagonal ooreesion or the diagonal tension stress, v in Fig. 3(b), approaches zero. For examp]4
it the web becomes so thin that its resistance to buckis negligible, or it slots are made through the web
araflel to the tension stresses, and no provisions are
usde to bridge these slots, ooreea ion stress would
approach zero. A re-distribution of stresses illustrated
in Figure 3 would result. Aaau4ng this condition,
Figure 4. shows the re-distribution of the stresses on the

lente.3. area. This condition is characteristic of a
tension field web.

Iqu

ibriva of an lsntal
Yield

b.

In

Fon FIgure 4(b) it can be seen that a stress, v,
acting nornial to the flange a, In contrast to a stress
zero acting nora*t to the flanges In the fully shear
resistant web shown in Figure 3(b).
Partialij Shear 1esintait Web

AoeordingtoPetexeon (6, p. 3), fox' all practical
pposes the oharactez'istio behavior of a single diagonally-sheathed diapbragm falls between the two extrenee diecussed above. At relatively low web stresses, the
ie1phragm might be strong and rigid enough to develop

resistance as a fully shear resistant web with the
diagonal cozreas lye tore. ejual to v. As ncre toi
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applied, a web will tend to buckle with the result that
the diagonal coDresajye foxes will change from a magnitude
y and approach zdro, It v finally beoo
0, the web

a a tension field web. Figure 5 illustrates the

third or partiy sh&Er rettt web oMitton.

2<

slots

studs

V

(a)

(b)

rium of an Zlsmsntel Area in the Partially
Shear Resistant Web.

The stress v' is a maasure of the capacity of a diagonallysheathed diaphragm to develop diagonal web stresses normal

the direction of the sheathing. Let the force i' equal
then the ccndit ion of the fully shear resistant web is
reached and the forces norma]. to the flanges are non-

xistent. Let v' equal zero, then the conditions of the
tension field web exist with tension forces of v acting
ormal to the borndary mambers. With the value of v'
falling between v and zero, the conditions of the
partially shear resistant web occur.

U
The stress v' probably would vsi'y with the calculat-

shear stress, v, the size of sheathing boards, the size
.unbsr of nails pei Joint, the spacing of the Joists
or etude, and. perhaps other factOrs.

The wknown force v' is the f ores that designers and
engineers wish to obtain. With this tore. det.rain.ed, a
relationship could be eatØlish.d between v' and v for
various diaphragm constructions. With sáh a relationship
established, boundary aabers can be designed with ire
confidence and with lass recourse to "rule of thumb"
methods. me stress v can be calculated from the design
load and the length of the panel. With the quantity v
he relationship between v and v' known, the stress
be determined. Boundary members can then be

selected to effectively resist the stress v-i' acting
l to the boundary usabers as shown in ligurs (b
Peterson established a theoretical relationship
en v' and v by preparing a set of curves (6, p. 9)
These
in which the ratio of v'/v was plotted
curves are shown in ligurs 6,

I
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Peterson f1t that the web action of a itagi allyathed diaphragm would probably be approximated by a

versu, v curve such as curve 4 Figure 6.
The preceding discuss ion of panel action is a
a proposed method by which stresses in wood
and diaphragms can be determined. The research

discussed in this paper was organized to determine

Vt
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and. corresponding v values for various uerter-sea1e pa

dsigns.
The test panels used in this investigation were
ly fastened to a heavy steel fra and Loaded laterthe top plate by means of a hydraulic aok as
own in )1gure 10, page

It was assuzd that the end posts of the panel
would act approximately as wtltora3y'loadsd aitxple be
Thus the web or sheathing would transmit the nnifornt load

to the end posts, and the reaction at either end of the end
posts would be equal to the load applied by the jack.
Figure 7(a) is an illustration of a uniformly-loaded
sitle beam, while Figure 7(b) shows the forces asauid to
be eating on an end pest under the lateral loading of
thi lnisatigaticn

!I1IILu1lt1u '11
R

R

(a)

In the above illustration, R is load in pounds,
is deflection In inches,
T is total sheer in pounds,
w is load in pounds per inch of length, h Is the length
of the end post or beam in inches, and W is the length of
he panel in inches.
The quantities v' and v can be found by using the
deflection data obtained from each end post in the uniforaly-loadsd slapla beam formula,

center)

:

5W

3841

where I is the modulus of elasticity and I the nont of
inertia of the end post and from the unit shear formula
given on peg. 6, or
Detailed calculations of v' and v values are shown in
Ranulta.
RIM!NThL PROC.

8e].ection and Preparation of atertal

Xthi-dried Douglas-fir lumber, free at detects,
was used for both framing and sheathing in the preparation
of the quarter-size spectin panels. Close grained- stock
about 27 rings per inch was selected because of

rall nails used for panel fabrication. Isob !m11 fl&

penetrated

a do in tuU.'sosle costruet
The pieces of luiabsr were squ*rs'.sdgsd and finished

to approziately one.aixtssuth the oroes'uctional size of
staidard f1TAjSJ$d material, Boards
i*.h studs were planed to 13/32 by

asntin 2 by 4.'
inches, She athwas wiohined to 3/16 by 13/8ineha in areas-section,
imlating standard 1 by 6"4noh boards. The end poets
used in the paneX were 31/32 by 33J32-4nck.a, r.prosent
in 4 by 4'inoh lusbsr. The end poet size deviated from
tanthr4 practice, It was nsosaary to have solid thsr*
for sad posts bseauae dulue of sla.tioity values of sad
pests were needed for oa1elat ions. Thea. yajus. for each
SM post were determined by standard teats
mber was included in the construction.
lrariationa due to sp1ioia, all pisoes of framing and
sheathing were eontinuous.
Ths nails used in asssaLtag the panels were

teslwire nails. Jails of 7/*-inch length were
the framing, while 5/6-inch nail, were used for
the sheathia berdz to the
end posts,
and plates as shown in igur. lop page 22
its

Prior to panel eonstruction, lateral rssistanos

16

and direct withdrawal tests were made on the nails used in
he panels. Inasmuch as no fundamental data are available
on nails o( the ss11 size required tar the panel constreotion, the preltininary nailing tests will prove to be
* valuable source of information upon which to base further
panel studies. Although it has not been within the scope
of this investigation to closely correlate nail-holding
and panel strengths, the possibilities of auocsafully
making suck a correlation study are good, Prelim'ary
data gathered in the investigation are Included in the
Apendix.

Nail testing techniques are not complicated.
page 18, shows the teat setup for a direct

at. The test setup for a lateral resistance test
a two-nail joint with direotion of pull across the
grain is shown in figure 9, page 19 The lumber used in
these nail teats was taken at random from the same material
t was used in the panel construct ion.
Preparation of Panels
Twenty-four panels of various designs were built *

height-length ratios of 1:1, 1:1.5, 1:2, and 1:3
wars used. The heights of all panels were constant at
ekes, while the length of the panel was varied to

17

get th desired ratio of height to length. Nail patterns
re reried to include one, two, and three nails per
board at each stud crossing, end iost, bottom
the lower emulated 2 by 4 of the double top
The double top plate was nailed together with
an. 7/8-1noh nail at each stud and end post In all 24
panels, one 5/84nch nail per sheathing board was driven
into the top member of the double top plate.
sheath

18

Fig. 8. A Direct Withdr&wal

Nail-Holding Test,
transmits downward force
through slotted foot (B) to a nail (C) driven
into the sample of wood. Maximum load only
is recorded,

Loading apparatus (A)

19

Fig.

9.

A Lateral Resistance Nail-Holding Test.
Loading appar&tus (A) transmits downward force
to a two-nail joint consisting of a piece of
sheathing material fastened to a piece of

framing material.

Maximum load only is recorded.

A description of the 24 panels oonetrueted is sumarized in Table 1. The colui headings indicate panel

onstruotion features that were varied in the tests.
Table I. Description of arter-Scale, Dougi
ir Wood, Shear-wall Panels With
Sheathing at an angle of 45 Degifese
With The Studding
Number

of

:spaoiag

ole ; inohea
is,

4

0

NaUs

l.ngth:per stud

at to

1:1.5
1:1.5
1:3.
1:2
13
1:1.5
1:1.5
1:1

: Load
aPP1 teat ion

;c1'oBs

2
2

2

3

3.

2

Tens ion
Compress ion
Compression
Compression
Compression
Compression
Compression
ç*4

ressio:

The load application refers to the nature of reno. to the external load provided by the sheathing
boards. br example, if the diagonal sheathing boards
were oriented with regards to the load so that the sheathing resisted the load in compression, the load application
was referred to as "compression". As indicated in Table 1,
panels were tested in this way. Three panels were
loaded such thet the sheathing resisted the load in
tension. Zn those oases, the load application was termed
"tension". All sheathing boards were laid at an angle
of 45 degrees, ends flush with the boundary rners.

21

Pigure 10, page 22, is the front view of a typical
d in the te8t tug apparatus. The particular
is or the following design:

li.ight'lsngth ratio : 1:1.5
:2
Nails per joint
i 4 inches
8tud spacing
: Congr.ssiofl
Load application
Piguxe 11, page 23, is the back view of a panel in

test apparatus. This panel has been tested to i*iximu load. The two 7/8-inch nails per joint used to
fasten the studs to the plates show in this figure The
tr'nng was the sa in all panels with the exe.ption of
thre. in which the stud spacing was aix inches instead or
inches.

In all the panels, a 2 by 2-inob corner iron was
installed at each of the two lower corners using 1/8-inch
eve bolts. A corner iron (A) is shown in Yigure U. .A
hold-down brace (B), Jigure U, was used at the loaded end
ly. The corner iron and hold-down brace were used to
prevent the corner post from pulling away from the bottom
plate imniadiately upon load application. In buildings,
this immediate pulling away is prevented by the weight of
the upper stories and roof. Figure 11 also shows the
6/32-inch meohine screws and washers used to fasten
bottom plate o the panel to the main frame of the test

Figs 10.

Front View of a Typical Penel Arranged in the Testing Apparatus.

Fig. 11.

Back of Panel in Test Apparatus.
Corner iron (A) and hold-down
brace (B) are shown. The panel has been tested to maximum load.

apparatus. Th. panel was prevented from sliding alon
rork by a small steel block placed at the unloaded
end of the panel and bolted securely to the main frame
Stel Framework

Figures 10 and U show the structural
apparatus used for supporting the panels under lateral or
racking loads. The main frame consists of two steel
channels placed on edge with a third channel mounted horizontally along the length of the two. Rigid cross-bracing
provided throughout the length of the channels. Zaoh
of the three inverted ti-shaped uprights extends up each
a of the panel and across the top, not touching the
panel at any point. The center and right end uprights
are removable. For longer panels, other uprights were
added to give adequate sidewis. support The uprights

are slotted vertically in order that each pair of ball.bearing rollers (A Figure 10, which are attached to
them, can move vertically, but not horizontally. Es
roller can be adjusted to fit snugly against the panel.
Dial Location

Figures 10 and 11 are
mounted on supports which extend from the two end
The Aniea dials shown

rights. The dials along the top of the panel are

25

ted on a bar secured to the uprights by C."clamps.

The dials at the left and right ends of the panels and
roes the top are spaced approximately six, five, end
inches apart, respectively. The exact measurements
of dial spacings are shown ot the data sheet under Reaults.
Method of Load Application

ed to apply
the load are shown in Pigure 10, bolted to the

The hydraulic jack and gauge

braced itee1 poet. Prior to the panel testing,
the hydraulic jack was loaded in a testing machine.
Gauge readings were compared to the iiaohine readings over
a loading renge exceeding the maximum load ever applied

to any panel. The mr1um calibration error was four
per cent. During panel taating, the load was transmitted

on the jack to a semiciroular projection, (B) Pigur. 10,
moented on a email steel plate. The steel plate in turn
rested against the end post and double top plate of the
panel, transmitting the load from the jeok to the panel
over en area of about one-inch depth and the width of the
nd post. This steel plate did not hear against the
oathing boards.
Tasting Technique

the testing of the panels, the loads we:
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Ly applied by increments of 240 pounds in wet cases,
although in some cases 120-pound increments were used.
Dial readings to 0.001 inch were taken after each Load
crement was applied. Splitting and slipping of absath

tug boards, twisting and raising of studs, failure of
a, and bending of end posts were noted and recorded.

The load was increased until a alight continual puing of
the jack was required to iaintain the load. This was
indication of failure Jollowing failure, the load would
drop oft in spite of continual pumping. The maximum load
was recorded although the penal ny have held that ba
for only about ten seconds.
RESULTS

Table 2, page 33, is the lets sheet for penal No.
behavior of panel o. 1 was typical of *lnat all

panels tested; therefore panel No. I will be used as
in the discussion which follows. Location of Ames
dLaLs, dsflections of the panel at each end post end at
th. top plate for each load increment, end the permenent
set of the panel axe tabulated on the data sheet. The
ulus of elasticity and the moment of inertia for both
Also, the
ign of panel No. I and the maximw load the panel
ustained are given.
loaded and unloaded end posts are shown.
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Indications of failure for each panel referred to
wider Testing Peohntue were observed and recorded.

Ob-

aervation notes for panel No 1 are listed on pages 34
35. The Stud numbers used in the notes refer to the
studs of the panel, numbered consecutively from the loaded

nd post.
The deflootions as read from the Ames dials of both
the loaded and unloaded panel end post at each load more'
ment were plotted. Sample curves for panel No. 1 drawn
from deflection data are shown in 7igures 12 and 13,

The defleetions for the last load lucrement were not plotted, in most cases, because the panels
were deforming constantly at this load. A straight line
peg

36 and 37

connecting the ends of each deflection curve was drawn.

Thus, a series of distorted elastic OtwlS for each end
post for each panel was obtained. The horizontal distance
en each curve and chord at the center of the ordinate
was measured. Center defleotiona for pane]. No.
indicated in Ylgures 12 and 13.
The center deflectiona oX the loaded end pest for
each load level shown in Pigure 12 were substituted in
the uniformly-loaded simple bam.lorinula and v
ea1ou1ated

Also, i'/v yalties'ur computed as follows:
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the oenter"point dofleetions are:
Deflection (in)
Load (lb

Prom Pigure

0.018
0.045
0.083
0.128

120
240

360
480

us of elasticity and moment of inerti or the
loaded end post of panel No. 1, given in Table 2 ar
K; 2,193,000 lb/In2.
end I 0.072 2i
0

poets was

22*25/32 in. : 22.78 in.
miforslyd11oaded sinle beam formula is

Substituting vv' for w and
the above formula reduces to
follows:

for K, I, and b,
constant times 4A an

a above expression by the end post

dsfle

one at each load inerent results in
t

0.81 lb/in for the 120-pound
2.03 lb/in for the 240..po*md load,
3.7k lb/in for the 360-pound load,
5.76 lb/in for the 480-pound load.

2 the hight'.legtb ratio Of panel No.
3h indicates that th. panel is 24
The unit shear stress, v for each of the
load increments is found by dividing each loe4 ira pounds
by the 24i.inch panel length, or
the 120pound load.
Pollowing this p:
are obtained:
i.oad (ib)

loads, the
v O.b/in)

120
240
360
480

yy' = 0.81 and

5

10
20
5

yt

lb/ij
0.81
2.03
3.74
5.76

: 419 lb/in,

= 0.84 or 84 per cent.

aM the ratio v'/

The following tabulation shows the final values
calculated from the dafleotions of the loaded end post of
panel No. 1:
V (lb/in)
Load (ib)
120

240

360
480

3, pages 38, 39,

5

10
2.

20

84

80
75
71

sary of the

v'/v ratioa for the 24 panels tested. Ratios ealeulated
from the defleotions of the panel taken at both the loaded
and unloaded end poets and a three-upanel average vt/V

value for each of the .ight varieties of panel design are
tabulated against load increments and unit shear stresses,
Curves of average v'/v ratios from Table 3, plotted
against unit shear stresses are shown in FigUres 14, 15,
These curves are hereinafter
called "rigidity index curves". Figure 14 shows the ourves
based on data for tour different ratios of panel height
to length. The curves in Figure 15 are plotted from data
16, and 17, pages 41 to 44.

for panels oonatructed with three different nailing
pattsrns The curves for panels with 4"inoh aM with 6spacing era shown in Figure 16, and Figure 17
4ity index curves for the two types of load
application. Only the v'/ ratios obtained from detlsOtion a.saurementa of the panels at the loaded end posts
were plotted in these curves, because in seven of the

sight panel designs the v'/v ratios calculated from data
taken at the loaded end of the panel proved to be the
lesser or limiting values. The exception oorrsd in the
case of panels loaded in tension, where the v'/Y ratios
ad from data taken at the unloaded end of the
panel were smaller than the corresponding values obtained
from data taken at the loaded end of the panel.

Figures 18 to 25, inclusive, pages 45 to 52.
are photographs of different areas of a typical pane].
being tested. Figures 18, 19, and 20 show the loaded end

peat at zero, 600-pound, and 1230-pound loads, respective-

in Figure 18 the sheathing boards are not extending
d the end post, and the studs are tight against the

plate. in Figure 19, however, the sheathing boards
per right corner of the panel extend beyond the
end post, and the studs are pulled away tram the bottom

plate. In Figure 20 the sheathing boards extend further
bsyond the end poet, both horizontally and vertically, at
the panel's upper right corner. The etude have pulled away
from both the bottom and top plates, and have bent to some

ztent at the top.
Figures 21, 22, and 23 show the center section of
the same panel at zero, 600, and 1200.pouad loads,

respectively. Figure 21 shows the tight fit of plates and
studs, end the tightness of the sheathing boards. Xn
Figure 22, the second and third studs (A) have raised from
the bottom plate. The cracks between sheathing boards have
widened. In Figure 23, splits (A) appear in the sheathing
at the lower part of the panel. Studs, (B), a considerable
distance from the end post have raised from the bottom
plate and the cracks between sheathing boards have widened.

Figure 24 is a o1ose-up view showing the slippage

th. sheathing boards past the loaded end poet and top
plate at a 1200-pound load. The top plate and the two

studs are bent.
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Figure 25 8h3wa the un1.owled end post of th es.
panel at a l2OO-pomd load. The sheathing has slipped

past the end post. The ste end end post are bent in a
direction opposite from that of the studs and end post at
the loaded end or the panel.

Table 2.

Saaple Data .3heet f'or Panel No. 1
AL1eS Dial Data

:eiIt-1entii r.atio: 1:1
i1u

er joint

:
:

stud spacin

Load. application

:

: 9/26/50
Date
: 1
Panel
No.
4 iflCh3S
axirnw!l
load.:
744 lbs.
Coiapression
:Deflection in .001 Inches : Percia-

2

knes Dial
Location: No. : Spacing

Loade
end

post

:

3

.. .

top
double

plate

1

6

4]."

7

-4..

8

-I

9

-1-

10

-

12"
11"
.n

Un-

loaded
end

post

sill

14

'.4

: nent
: set

44

119

229

351

573

227

10

39

91

153

265

241

3

12

31

51

90

131

2

4

15

20

27

48

1

2

3

4.

4.

2

1

13

22

50

75

63

1

6

20

35

58

52

-2

-4

-4

-5

-6

+5

-1

.3

-3

-10

-21

-3.

32

98

200

316

533

349

31

96

194

308

508

421

28

85

172

272

44.2

239

21

62

123

193

304.

154

7

20

36

55

84

47

6"
2

sill

load in ound
120: 240: 360: 480: 600

ft

or eiasticity: unloaded end. post 2,014000 psi.
loaded end. post 2193,000 psi.
b Loiaent or inertia: unloaded end. post 0.072 in
loaded end. post 0.072 in4
o Iinus sign (-) designates deflection or top plate below
original level
d Numbers in circles ® rerer to corner number

a Ncdu.lu
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r-'Scale She arsU panel Test
Observation Notes

Ltlength ratio: 1:1
:2
per joint
spacing

Date

9/26/50

I
Panel
: Coi,reasion Maztaua load: 744 lbs.
: 4. inches

application
Studs 1 and 2 raised from sill, studs 3 end
0 lbs.:
4 raised very slightly. Upper plate raised
slightly above all studs. End poets snug on
both upper plate and sill.
sheath120 lbs.: Very slight changes. Cracks between
Sheathing
ing enlarged slightly (corner 1).
board 1 on loaded end post slightly split.
24.0 lbs.: No creaks yet. Very slight upward movement
of studs. Sheathing slipped very slightly
both on end and top (corner 1). Cracks
between sheathing enlarged perceptibly.
360 lbs.: Audible cracking. liret gap between loaded
Cud post and sill. Studs 1, 2, and 3 still
lifting above sill. No noticeable change at
top. Sheathing boards connecting corners I
and 4 show twisting in respect to all studding
and are pushed beyond edge of end posts, top
plates, and sill. Two boards at corner 1
show incipient nail pulling. Split in sheathing board 1, corner 1, now 21 inches long.

lbs.:

More audible cracking. Gaps between 7 sheathing boards connecting corners I and 4 still
widening. Cracks in opposite corners not

perceptibly affected. Top plate raised
slightly above studs I and 2. StUd 3. nOW
bent. Loaded end post and studs I and 2
raised more from sill. The seven sheathing
boards connecting corners 1 and 4 still.
pushing further beyond edges of end posts,
top plates, and sill. These ea boards
show most of twisting with respect to
studding. No new nail pulling. Panel now
buckled convex on shathing side. 8p1i

2

incites long, aentionsd under 360 lbs.

unchanged.

600 lbs.:

No new trend in stulate relationships.

Sheathing displacement beyond loaded end
post now extends down 6 boards from corner 1.
Only board I displaces above top plate.
Nails pulled from unloaded end poet and two
boards next to corner 4. Split in sheathing
at corner 1 now 3 inches long. New split in

sheathing, corner 4, 2 inChes long (sheath-

lag attached to sill).

44 lbs.:

Sheathing betwesn studs 2 and 3 pushed out
at sill. No other trends.
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Table 3

Ratios of y'/y From Defleotione Taken
at Loaded and Unloaded n.d Posts
for All Twenty7Our Panels

en pea
abva
on
'or
abbreviation for unloaded end post.

Load: Unit

(ib): shear
'V

b

Re ight-lenth ratio
Number of nails per joint: 2
3tu.d spec ing

15

75

48020
600

86
82
79
68

71

-

25

inches

óoepxess ion

Load applicat ion
120
240
360

3.

90
86
82

84
82
79

89
86
8].

83

80
76

777074 6

: 1:
Hsight-length ratio
Number of nails per joint: 2

89

85

8].

76

5

Stud spacing:
Load applicat ion
240

480
720
960
1200

6.67
3.3.33
20.00
26.67
.

:pane
98
96
93

92
89
88

-

94

92
90

92
91

96

93.

O

2

94

86

93
92

91

98
97
94

91

9
92
91
93.

: 1:1.5
liaight-length ratio
Number of nails per joint: 2
: 4 inches
stud spacing

: coresa ion

Load applicat ion

240
480
720
960
1140
00

6.67

13.33
20.00
26.67
31.67

87
86

92

88
87
84
81

93
89

86
83

91
89
68

-

89
86
85

-

89
88
86

92
89

8].
8

80

85
83
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Table

Ratios of v'/y Pro* Dsfleotions Taken
at Loaded end k1oadd End Posts
for AU TwentyPour Penels (Continued)

anareva on

0

LOad: 'øif

a' pos

or

is en abbreviation for unloaded end os

(ib): shear
Ratio v
v
:
(lb/in) :
:
:
Lght-1sngth ratio
: 1:1.5
Nimber of nails per joint: 2
Stud spacing
: 6 inches

: cereeaton

Load application

as

Es ight-lsngth ratio
1:1.5
Nuaber of nails per Joint 3
Stud spacing
4 Inches
Load applioat ion
24.0
4.80

720
960
1200

6.67
13.33
20.00
26.67

);33,

94.

87
84

92
90

88

: ooatprsse ion

92
90

91.

84

89
85

U

2

Esight-1sngth ratio
Wuabsr of nails per join

Stud spacing
Load applicat ion
120
240

3.33
6.67
13.33
4.80
Z?0* 20.00

89
83

84.

85

78

'ioatea last load.

93

87
72

86
78

86

92
89
86
84.

90
88
87

1:1.5
1
: 4 inches
: oonpreie ion

:pans1'l :pansi
--

90
8

11.911
42
86

3

89

82

87
83
78

92
85
77

4.0

Table 3. Ratios ot y'fv frozn Deflections Taken
at Loaded and Uflicaded Znd Posts
for All Tw.nty-?our Panels (Continued)

or oee
p03.
.adsd end post.

vs on

ens

an abbreviation for

un1

shear

I: T:I:

U: 1:-

Ratio

V

(lb/in 1

* 12
Nuznber of nails per J olnt; 2
H ight-length ratio
3tud opac Lug

4
S

Load application
21,0

480
720
960
1200
1440

24.0

480
720
960
1200
1440
1680
1920
2160

200

5

10
15
20

89
86
85

25

81,

30

3.33
6.67
10.00
13.33
16.67
20.00
23.33
26.67
30.00

33.))

79

95

91
88
86
82

84.

83
81

78
76

95
94
92
89
86

inches
co*pr. eaton

90
88

88
87

8k

98
95

94
92
89

88
86
85
83

80

96
93
91
89

86

Hsjght..3eugth ratio
: 1:3
Nnaber of nails p.r joint: 2
: 4 inches
Stud spacing
: coresaion
Load application
panel 22 panel 24 :)en.1 25: aVer

II
88
85
85

84

5
96
95

94.

93

*0
78

92
92
91

75

89

83

921009010091
90 100
90 98
9

89
89
89
88
87
86
82

97
97
95
94
93

91
89

703

91
90

97

97

.9097
96
89
87

94

83

92

82

89

88
88
88
87
5

2

98

'6
95
94.

93

91
$9
87
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Fig. 18. Back of a Test Panel: Loaded

d Before Loading.

Fig. 19. Back of a Test Panel: Loaded End, 600-Pound Load,

Fig. 20. Back of a Test Panel: Loaded End, 1200-Pound Load.

Fig. 21. Back of a Test Pne1: Center

ction Before Loading.

Fig. 22. Back of a Tost Panol: Center Section, 600-Pound Load.

Fig. 23. Back of a Test £ar1: Center Section, 1200-Pound Load.

Fig. P). Close-Up View of Loaded Corner.

Typical panel at near maximum load, 1200 pounds.

Fig. 25. Unloaded End of a Typical Panel at Near-Taximum Load,

1200 Pounds

DISCUS8 ION

The 24 test panels inclted three each of sight
different designs Three panels of each design were
built because considerable variability between individual
panels of an.y one design was expected. however, the test
results showed alight variability between the calculated
v'/v values for panels in each design group.

Coarisan of lie iht-Lengtb

Ratios

1ongst teat panels were expected to give the
gest v'/v values. The values were expected to decrease
shorter panels were tasted. To soie extent this proved
true. Figure 14 illustrates the comparison or the rigidity index curves for the four different panel height-length
ratios. The 24 by 24-inch panels, with a height-length
ratio of 1:1, are considerably weaker than the panels with
height-length ratios of 1:1.5, 1:2, and 1:3. In that case,
the y'/v ratio decreases uniformly with Increasing unit
shear up to about 75 per cent of the shear load. Therer, the T'/v ratio decreases &uch re rapidly.
Th. rigidity index curves for the panels of 1:1.5,
1:2, and 1:3 height-length ratios are rather closely
grouped. The decrease of the y'/v ratios with increasing
mit shear is not as rapid as the decrease in the v'/v
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ratios of the 24 by 24-inch panel. Without statistical
aaal.ysis, it is difficult to ascertain whether any signidifference exists between the rigidity index
urvea for the panels of 1:1.5, 1:2, and 1:3 height-I

ratios. The limited number of points from which each
OLLrV. was plotted made statistical coarisons impractical.
Indications are that panels of a 1:2 he1ght1ength

ratio are less rigid than panels of 1:3; that panels of
the most rigid. This suggests that, wherever
possible, a panel with a height-length ratio of 11.5
would be the better construct ion, although the grouping of

the rigidity index oures for the panels of 1:1.5, 1:2,
1:3 height-length ratios suggest that the height-length

ratio is not too iortant beyond the ratio of 1:1.5. This
applies only to the limited range studied in this in'veetigation. lurther tests could be conducted over a longer range
of height-length ratios. Smaller load increments should be
recorded it statistical analyses oi' the curves are desired.

Ceartson of Number of Nai1sP!r oiM
The rigidity index curves for the panels that were
made with different nailing patterns are plotted in ligure
15. The panels with one nail per joint are considerably
less rigid than are those panels with two and three nails
per joint. The v'/v values for the panels with one nail

5,
per joint decrease with increasing unit shear more rapidly
than the corresponding ratios for the panels With two and

tbrec nails per joint.
At higher unit shear stresses there is little
iffercuce between panels made with two or three nails per
joint. At lower Shea!' values, the panels with three nat
per joint are more rigid. The y'/v values for the panels
with three nails per joint decrease with increasing wait
shear stress twice as rapidly as the corresponding values
for the panels made with two nails per joint. The tests
indicate that the increased rigidity obtained front the

third nail per joint does not merit the cost of extra
nails and time required in construction, aspeoiafly since
the rigidity iurovement is apparent only at the lower
loads. The previous statement is made wider the aasww
tion that the design range is beyond a wait shear value
of 25 pounds per Inc
Comarison of Stud Spacings.

Tb. rigidity index curves for the six-inch and
ii stud spacings are shown in ligure 16. Panels
ineh stud spacing are more rigid than panels
oh stud spacing. The v'/v ratios for the
s of four-inch stud spacing decrease less with
creasing unit shear than do the corresponding v
values for the panels with aix-Inch stud spacing.
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.dtty index ows obtained froa the loaded
end post data for the two types of loading are shown by
the solid line curves in Figure 17. The tests indicate
that the panels are more rigid when the boards are loaded
in tension than when they are loaded in compression. As

previously indicated, it the boards restated the load in
compression, the load appitoat ion e referred to as compression. If the boards resisted the load in tension,
load application was referred to as tension. Uflder
tension loading of the panel the sheathing boards are
reed against each other; in compression loading the
are forced apart, icr the tests the panels were
uctect with the sheathing boards placed as close toas possible.. Shortly after the initial tension
load was applied, the boards pressed against each other,
thus giving the panel increased rigidity. Similar resuits would not be eeoted if the sheathing boards were
a considerable distance apart when the tension load was
applied to the panel.

The broken line of Figure 17 is the rigidity indx
calculated from the unloaded end post data for the
estad by tension loading. This broken-line curve
y curve of unloaded end post aetion plotted.
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The panels tested by tension loading were the only panels
in which the v'/v values calculated from deflections of
the unloaded end poets were lass tnan the corresponding
values obtained from the data taken at the loaded end post.
Figures 24 and. 25 show that sheathing slippage in

diagonally apposite corners is a characteristic failure of
eat panels, Load applIcation to the loaded end post
was ooncentrated, and sheathing slippage at the loaded
er was encouraged. However, the sheathing at the
oeded and poet also slipped considerably. This indicates
that special attention should be given to the design of
panel corners.
Peterson's Theor

The v'/v values obtained for the eight different
penal designs used in this investigation Its between the

.xtree of values expected for the partially shear
rasistent and the fully shear resistant web. None of the
/v values calculated froni loaded and poet deflection
ta reached the value expected of a fully shear resistant
web, or ,'/y: 1. Three values calculated from unloaded
end. poet deflection data of the longest panels at the
owset unit shear stresses used in the calculations did
reach the magnitude expected of a fully shear resistant
web, as shown by the last group of panels in Table 3.

With the except ion of the panels of 1:1 height-length
ratio, most of the re/v values are in the range betwe
0.80 and 0.95, with about 75 per cent of these values
lying between 0.80 and 0.90, inclusive.
The results obtained from the teats ar. in a000rd
with the theory presented by Peterson., These results
are based on the assumption that the end posts act as
unifomnly-]oaded simple beams. The distorted elastic

ov.a ahou in Figures 12 aM 13 indicate that this
assumption is not true for exacting purposes. Howere
ethod of applying the load was more severs than
y would be encountered in ny atrueture; theretore, it seems reasonable that the assumption used in
this investigation is satisfactory fox' design purposes.
The maximum dafleetions CUd not occur at the

centers of the end posts as would be expected of
a].y's'loaded simple beams, bit usually occux'r.d be-

th. centers of the end posts and the point of
oad application. If the maximum deflection data are
In the uniformly-loaded simple beam formula, all
the rigidity index curves computed therefrom will, shift

to the l.ft, indicating panels with less rigidity.

CONCLTIONS

fuarter-so ale panels ccnatruoted with a he ight'

length ratio of 1:1 are less rigid than uai'ter.'soa1e
panels with height"length ratios of 1:1.5, 1:2, and 1:3.
Quarter-soa1e panels constructed with height-length

ratios of 1:1., 1:2, and 1:3 hqve approximately the sama

rigidity.
Panels with two and with three nails per Joint era
oneiclsrably re rigid than panels with only one nail

oint.
(uarter-scala panels with three nails per joint are
slightly more rigid than panels with two nails per Joint.
rigidity occurs only at lower unit shear loads and
enough to justify the use of three nails per Joint
3truet ion.

The spacing of studs tour inches apart in quarterseals panels gives a panel much more rtgidit than does a
stud spacing of six inches.
(uarter'aca1e panels are more rigid when the sheatha are loaded in tension, than when loaded in
ion, provided the boards are close together when
d. is pplied.
Web act lone of quarter-scale panels lie between

eb aetione of the partially shear resintent web and

the fully shear resistant web. This is in accord with the
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Tables 4 and 5 give the direct withdrawal and late

riatance data of the two sizes of nails usd in the
construction of the 24 panels tested in this investigation.
Nails were loaded by the vab1e head of an else tro-'
*echanieal testing m.achine operated at a speed of 0.25
bee per ainute. The wood used in the tests Was condied uniformly to 3.2 per cent iature content based on
y weight.
give statistical
and 63
Tables 6 and 7 pages

data for the direct withdrawal and lateral resistance nail

tests.
Table 4. Direct Withdrawal Resistance of Nails
Used in the Construction of the 'wte
Scale Panels
A

AveragC

ttail
penetration
34/32 inches 5/8".inch,

18 gat*
steel wire
nail
7/8u.inch,
18 gangs

steel wire
nail

entlal

.00

Rad

100

20.4
2O0
Longit41n&1 12.4.

100
100

Tangential
Radial

100

3.00

* Refers to nkOYBmBflt of the nail hank

19 0
22.5

Lanitudina1 13.9
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Lateral ilesistance of Nails Used in the
COnstruction of the %uarter-Scale l'anels

Table 5.

Na 1
description

:

:

Nw1ber :ve.
:Sketch of load
Number
of nails :max.
of joints: application
: per joint:load
and joint
tested
:

:

:

:(lb.)

36.4

100

Stud

5/8-inch,

71.7

100

Load-

18 gauge

3

94.3

100

1

38.3

100

2

83.7

100

3

107.8

3

93.6

2

67.2

100

steel-

She athin

Load
wire

nail

Load
100
100

Sheath
ing
100

at 45°
7/8-inch,
18 gauge
steel-wire
nail

Load
100

Plate
Stud.

Note:

Nail penetration same as Table 4.

Table 6. Statistical Analysis Data for Direct Withdrawa]. Resistance of 5/6-inch and 7/8-inch

nails

Nail: 5/8-inch length by 18 gauge
Hypothesis: All three population nteana are equal.
Critical region: P greater then 3.36 with tZ,27) d
Calculated value: P equal to 18.4.6 with (2,27) d.f.
5% least significant ditterenoe: 3.03
Direction
of
driving
Tangential
Radial
Longitudinal

20.4 :Theae two population xans

:

200 :ei'e equal.
12.4 :Thie population sean is different
:froa the o re.

Nail: 7/ 8- inch length by 18 gauge
Hypothesis: A].]. three population means are equal.

Critical region: P greater than 3.36 with (2,27) d.t.
Calculated value: 1' aqua]. to 6.90 with (2,27) d.f.
5% least significant difference: 4.80
Direct ion
of

driving

Tangential
Radial
Longitudinal

:

19.0 :Theso two population e*ens

22.5 :are equal.
.9 :This population
:fron the others.
*

ifferent
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7.

tatistioal Analyse T*ta for

Resistance of 5/$minoh Rail Jo

Rtaber of nails per joint: one

Rypotbeais: AU three population maana are equal.
Critical region: F greater than 3.36 with (2q27) d.f.
Calculated Yaluez P equal to 2.73 With (2,27) d.f.
least sizdficant dJ.Sfer.noej
Plreotion
:Ave. r
of load
:max.
(with respect :load

to pain)
erpu ou3ar
'5

:(

-

Remarks

*) :

a pqpulation means are

aralle].

ro nasa per o

wo

Ujpothesis: AU three population me
Critical, region: J' greater then 3.36
Calculated value: P equal to 17.90 wi
least a if icant difference:
me
of load
(with respect

This popUlation mean is

:,foa the ethers.
a.

othesia: AU three populat ion means are equal.
Critical region: F greater than 3.36 with (2,27) d.
Calculated value: P equal to 9.66 with (2,27) d.f.
6
5 least significant difference:
Direetton
Ave. :
of load
(with rea eat

